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Abstract This article discusses, from various vantages, Ryan Tweney’s (this issue)
pedagogical technique of employing historical replications of psychological experiments
with graduate students in psychology. A prima facie perspective suggests great promise for
this sort of academic ‘‘ancestor analysis,’’ particularly given the enthusiasm and skill
represented in the activities that culminated in the replicators’ articles. It is suggested that
such activities might be enhanced by requiring a contextualization that makes contact with
more modern psychological research—particularly regarding expositions of the replications. From a scientific/cognitive methods perspective, the original experimenters’
inexplicit, ambiguous, descriptions provide both challenges and opportunities for students
seeking to improve their understandings of their field. Three practical questions are posed
herein regarding the general utility of this—or any—proposed instructional intervention.
Ultimately, determining and integrating the diverse objectives that essential stakeholders
have in graduate psychological training represent critical prerequisites in comprehensively
assessing the relative advantages of such historical replications with respect to alternative
experiences.

1 Introduction
This manuscript represents a discussion of the historical replication venture that Ryan
Tweney and his graduate students (this issue) have engaged in. Since the authors of the
preceding articles take history seriously, as do I, here is the micro-history of my
involvement: I served as a discussant at their symposium at the 2005 CHEIRON conference (i.e., the 37th annual meeting of the International Society for the History of the
Behavioral and Social Sciences), and was asked to, in part, provide a pedagogical perspective on the utility of historical replications of psychological research. I was initially
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skeptical about the venture, and feared that my comments might be too ‘‘tough.’’ However,
after a meeting with Tweney and a good number of the students involved in the replications
prior to the conference (in Bowling Green) many of my concerns were allayed; even more
concerns were assuaged during the conference and by the end of the symposium. Still,
some challenging questions lingered, which I will explicate in what follows. These
questions are wide-ranging because they include ones that are virtually as abstract as
science in general, as concrete as the particular character of psychological research, and as
specific as involving ways to assess systematically aspects of the relative pedagogical
utility of Tweney’s historical replication technique.
In many respects, Tweney’s introduction to the preceding articles points the way by
highlighting how the nature of a field’s methodology represents both the crux of its identity
and a critical component of a field’s status. In this discussion, my analysis of relevant
methods takes on three heterogeneous manifestations: First, I will address historical replication as a pedagogical method from a somewhat informal, prima facie, perspective.
Second, some features and caveats about the methods of the replications themselves will be
described, and I will offer some observations regarding what we can learn about how
scientific fields (whether seen as ‘‘hard’’ or ‘‘soft’’) are related. Third, methods for more
fully determining the utility of historical replications as an instructional tool will be
considered; this final analysis will involve a trio of its own—a triad of epistemic questions.

2 Why Historical Replications ‘‘Feel Right’’
As Tweney (this issue) points out, there is considerable reason, even a priori, to believe
that historical replications would be useful to psychology’s graduate students. For instance,
the ‘‘hands on’’ element is tantalizing. Indeed, a hallmark of one of the programs that I am
most connected to at Berkeley—the Education in Mathematics, Science, and Technology
(EMST) program—requires even first-year graduate students to carry out research, with
project reports that are expected on the first day of both their second and third years. Most
of these projects have a hands-on character, even though their instruments do not quite
possess the ‘‘brass and glass’’ (Tweney 2003)—or perhaps, in the context of the present
replications, the ‘‘skull and sleep deprivation’’—character of the projects that Tweney and
his students engaged in during their homage to 1900-ish psychology. However, my reading
of the research on educational ‘‘manipulatives’’ suggests that advocates of hands-on
instruction often overstate what is warranted by existing data. Further, as will be elaborated
upon more below, even if a technique (such as a hands-on one) yields a pedagogical
benefit, one ought still consider the benefit relative to the effort required to obtain it—and
relative to the benefit and efficiencies of other techniques that might have been, but were
not, employed. In other words, although wrestling with the down-and-dirty of doing real
experimentation doubtlessly offers rewards, sometimes the ‘‘cleanliness’’ of abstractions,
such as a student merely exploring simulations of psychological experiments, may be
superior (e.g., in time spent) in facilitating learning and long-lasting comprehension.
From the prima facie vantage, some of the observations that I made before, during, and
after the CHEIRON symposium were more related to affect than to learning. For instance,
of the ones I met in person, the ‘‘replicators’’ (as I will call the graduate students involved)
largely seemed to think of the venture as a bit of an adventure—that is, an enjoyable ‘‘kick.’’
The historical replications offered more than a bit of fun and some fine cocktail-party
fodder, especially for the sleep-deprived replicators and the recently minted ‘‘phrenologists.’’ Such benefits are hardly trivial; a critical component of a psychologist’s identity is a
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sense of kinship to past researchers and a positive feeling of connectedness to prior
paradigms—so the graduate students’ faculty advisors would be gratified to learn that
Tweney helped the replicators bond with, and thus further appreciate, their field. After all, a
rather common finding is that people tend to like the topics that they know the most about.
(Indeed, although one might question the direction of causality, I certainly enjoy the
history of psychology much more now than when I took my first course in it!) Further,
most of us are aware of students and colleagues who delight in recounting their ‘‘academic
ancestry,’’ and psychology is no exception—whether they see it descending from Freud,
Pavlov, Piaget, Vygotsky, Watson, or Wundt. Senses of lineage and intellectual heritage,
especially when synergistic with the historical spirit and the advancement of one’s technical abilities in empirical science, are not to be dismissed; they seem to represent notable
products of Tweney’s instructional method.
This affective component being noted, though, I worry that not all of the replicators
enhanced their mastery, scholarship, and sense of ownership regarding their ‘‘day job’’
research material; this perhaps varied with how closely their prior interests matched their
particular replication. For instance, I note that Sirrine and McCarthy (this issue) offer littleto-no modern scientific contextualization for their analysis of Gertrude Stein’s automatic
writing research. Yet there exists decades of more recent (particularly cognitive) work from
the areas of attention, psycholinguistics, and neuroscience, etc., that could bear upon the
degree to which people could engage in (or Stein and her colleagues/participants could have
engaged in) automatic writing. Perhaps, however, this relative focus on the historical instead
of the more currently scientific was intentional; I note that Fuchs and Burgdorf’s (this issue)
sleep deprivation replication includes at least one author who indeed studies sleep processes—yet modern sleep citations are few in their paper as well. In the end, one can
imagine that the utility of a historical replication might have an inverted-U sort of relationship to the match between a graduate student’s central (day-job) research thrust: Too
little fit might fail to engage and exercise a student adequately, whereas an extremely close
fit might inhibit desirable knowledge elaboration and methodological ‘‘cross training.’’
So, as a friendly amendment to the historical replication approach that Tweney and his
students (this issue) have pioneered, I would recommend explicitly adding (if it is not
already required) a ‘‘modern literature perspective’’ section to their course reports. For
instance, McConnell and Konrad’s article (this issue) might have addressed, space permitting, modern notions of neural localization/lateralization or delocalization—notions
such as the ‘‘new phrenology’’ of fMRI or single-cell recording research (e.g., Christof
Koch’s ‘‘Jennifer Anniston cells;’’ Faw 2005), the relationships between brain structures
and spatial or other cognitive abilities (e.g., Burgess et al. 2002), or even suggestions of the
relative modularity of mind regarding language faculties (e.g., Fodor 1983). Similarly,
Fuchs and Burgdorf (this issue) might have included connections (which I know they are
aware of) between their research and modern studies of vigilance—such as the sorts of
‘‘microsleep’’ phenomena observed among long-haul jet pilots and others (Dinges 1995;
Mumaw, personal communication, March 26, 2006; Rosekind 2005). Further, Ayala et al.
(this issue) could relate Wundt’s metronome-triggered phenomena to more modern conceptualizations of sensory, short-term, and long-term memory—or even the chunking or
grouping processes studied by Miller (1956), Herbert Simon and colleagues (e.g., Richman
et al. 1995), or researchers from the Gestalt School (cf. Palmer 2003; also see Bregman
1990, on grouping specifically in the auditory domain). Following this thread to Athy
et al.’s article (this issue), the Brunswikian contrast of perception with explicit reasoning
could find many more modern parallels in problem solving research—for instance,
research on the nine-dot problem (e.g., Chronicle et al. 2001, regarding realistic
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magnitudes from the replication; also see Paige and Simon’s 1966 work on algebra, in
which participants generated proposed solutions that were physically impossible).
A potential pitfall of this suggested amendment, unfortunately, is that a replicator might
be tempted simply to conclude that earlier research was poor, naı̈ve, or unsophisticated. If
implemented, then care would be required to balance such a potential for bias with a more
charitable view of psychologists past—including the prescription that modern researchers
should beware of hubris and only partially warranted pride. Part of being a graduate student
is realizing that what you thought were your novel and brilliant ideas/distinctions may be, as
the psychologist (and economics Nobel laureate) Herbert Simon would refer to them, ‘‘old
wine in new bottles’’—that is, constructs already entertained by intellectual progenitors
such as Skinner, Lewin, (Max or Michael) Wertheimer, Kant, Hume, and/or even Plato.

3 ‘‘Though this be Madness, Yet there is Method in ‘t’’
This well-known quote from Shakespeare’s Hamlet is meant to highlight the zany, the illspecified, and certainly the clever aspects of the diverse attempts at following the thenprevailing scientific methods that are represented in the original experiments taken on by
the replicators. Part of what makes replications such as these of interest is they bring to the
fore (a) how difficult it is to ‘‘do good science,’’ (b) how difficult it is to measure cognitive
constructs, (c) the virtually infinite regression of methodological explication that is
possible, (d) how often methodology is implicitly undersold, and (e) that even failed or
sub-veridical replications may provide useful understanding.
Again, Tweney’s introduction (this issue) provides a helpful ‘‘hook,’’ as he describes the
method-driven fragmentation of psychology (which actually seems quite modest, relative
to that in the field of education; cf. Labaree 2004). If anything, I believe that the historical
replications suggest that the brass-and-glass days of psychology represented an immature
discipline cloaked in the trappings of ‘‘hard science’’ technology. One could have had
finely machined planchettes and skull-calipers, but such devices, without the advent of the
theory-driven methods that attend statistical analysis, scarcely settled the issues of automatic writing or phrenological diagnosticity. Even today, the array of brain-imaging
devices available is of little utility without their associated quantitative methods.
In addressing concerns relating to ‘‘methodological idolatry,’’ Tweney noted how
extremely central statistical coursework has become in psychology’s graduate training. If,
as Tweney invoked, ‘‘statistics makes us one’’—namely a scientific psychologist—then
I’m proud to be in that number because I am a scientist and there are much worse scientific
paraphernalia with which to be associated. As is readily apparent, what has whittled away
at the prominence of (e.g., machinists’) ‘‘shops’’ in psychology departments—which made
the brass, glass, wood, and plastic, etc., apparatuses of the past—is the development of our
general-purpose computers. Because computers now make delivering most stimuli so easy,
and because statistics also essentially reside in computers (e.g., the raw, transformed, and
inferential data from imaging studies), the ascendant power of statistics (for getting at
measuring constructs, etc.) is all the more palpable in contrast to the decline of the physical
apparatus.
Statistical utility, as highlighted by the replications, permeates not only the graduate
curriculum. It becomes central for teaching college students, as well. In my undergraduate
Introduction to Cognitive Science course, for instance, I implicitly make statistical utility
salient by asserting that the most fundamental problem facing cognition is that of figuring
out how similar two entities are, in psychological terms. Of course, this is a classic
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measurement problem—and thus a methodological problem—and the meaning(s) of
similarity largely still vexes us after more than a century of study. In general, cognitive
science is reasonably good at describing the similarity of the same pure auditory tone at
two different volumes, but measuring psychological accuracy (or error) among heterogeneous real-world quantity estimation tasks remains challenging (Ranney et al. 2001; cf.
Brown 2002, and Munnich et al. 2007). Further, we are clearly not yet close to
describing precisely how similar a banana is to an apple (not to mention vice versa!), and
we are quite far from pinning down how similar the concept of a banana is to the concept
of discrimination (e.g., discriminating among fruit). If the present replications show
nothing else, they show how hard it is to measure psychological constructs (e.g., the
components of consciousness, in Wundtian fashion; Sahakian 1968; Wertheimer 1987),
and this is a valuable lesson for psychology graduate students to learn first-hand as soon as
possible. Indeed, this is even part of EMST’s ‘‘fail early, fail often’’ (partially tongue-incheek) philosophy of graduate training.
Pulling back from the data analytic perspective, we see another common theme: the
replicators’ descriptions of their activities often involved frustration (albeit not without
bemusement) regarding how inexplicitly and ambiguously the original scientists documented their methods. As it does today, of course, such explication varied with the
particular genre of writing that a replicator was examining (e.g., an extended abstract vs. an
experimental journal article)—and extremely explicit prose risks becoming mind-numbing
for a reader. But it does seem that, on the whole, psychology has advanced considerably in
terms of explaining the precise nature of its methods and analyses. In contrast, the ‘‘state of
the art’’ of the bulk of the original experiments that the replicators took on would hardly be
accepted (as one would hope) into august journals such as Psychological Review today.
Still, one wonders how charitable readers will be with the current body of research a
century from now. It could be that there are implicit ‘‘you know what I mean’’ phrases
throughout our Method sections that will mean as much to future scientists as ‘‘tachistoscopes’’ (McClelland and Rumelhart 1981)—let alone ‘‘gravity chronographs’’ (e.g., Cattell
1885)—would mean to current sets of first-year graduate students.
It is not uncommon to find psychological or other journals that print Method sections in
smaller lettering than the surrounding text. Why is that? Regardless of the original reasons,
the overall message about the need to read the section is hardly lost on the articles’
audience—including the journals’ current and aspiring contributors. Like most such
decisions, the ‘‘font diminution’’ choice is likely the result of multiple causes. But among
the reasons is undoubtedly that we convince ourselves that the methods are probably quite
similar to, and thus semi-redundant with, those described in other papers by the same or
associated authors.
As it turns out, none of the replicators could certify that fully veridical replications of
the original experiments were carried out. In some instances, the manuals or method
sections (as such) were inexplicit, leaving the replicators to infer or invent the interstitial
techniques, such as techniques on how to train (e.g., Wundtian) participants. In others, such
as in the sleep deprivation replication, only a partial replication was performed (as Fuchs
and Burgdorf (this issue) report that they employed somewhat fewer hours and assessments). Even so, a historical appreciation may arise from such sub-veridical replications.
Regarding the less flattering side of the psychological heritage, the ‘‘Lake Wobegon’’
effect1 that replicators McConnell and Konrad (this issue), in essence, report about our
1

The effect refers to purported cases in which members or subsets of a population are implausibly ‘‘above
average’’ (Cannell 1988; Koretz 1988; referring to Keillor’s 1985, etc., stories).
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phrenological predecessors’ results makes contact with modern elements of social desirability. Along with the phenomena of horoscopes, tarot-reading and palm-reading, showing
that ‘‘all phrenology clients are above average’’ suggests that not all of the researchers who
came before us were above some self-serving self-delusions or were even above ‘‘little
frauds.’’ On the more uplifting end, Patrick and Gilbert’s (1896) work still looks
remarkably good, as Fuchs and Burgdorf (this issue) point out. Such research, as with
much seminal work by innovators such as Ebbinghaus (1885/1913) or Bryan and Harter
(1887), do permit us to consider a number of these ‘‘long dead forebear folk’’ as giants.

4 Pedagogical Science and Criteria for Evaluating Historical Replications
From the standpoint of pedagogy, I generally assess extant (or even proposed) instructional
techniques with litmus-test questions that are reminiscent of how one might use the
magazine Consumer Reports to decide about a purchase: (Q1) How does a proposed focal
pedagogical intervention compare with other such interventions (existing or plausible) that
might be oriented toward achieving the same goals? (Q2) How do these possible pedagogical choices compare with having no intervention at all (that is, compared to the
‘‘spontaneous remission’’ of ignorance), relative to the cost of the intervention—in both
time and other resources? (Q3) How long lasting are these interventions’ effects? As one’s
lifetime is not (yet) infinite, educational researchers rarely address all of these three
questions when they propose some instruction. Each of these questions is difficult to ask
one’s self as a researcher, as each strikes at the heart of our confirmation biases—and
perhaps thus at the ‘‘imposter syndrome’’ (e.g., Kolligian and Sternberg 1991) that may
keep us from attempting disconfirmations of our most treasured hypotheses (see Tweney
et al. 1981, on disconfirmation attempts). In this section, I will address Q1, Q2, and Q3
rather abstractly, and follow that by more concretely considering historical replication—as
a pedagogical technique—with respect to each of the questions.
When dealing with prominent alternative instructional techniques, finding a good,
honest, answer to the differential utility question, Q1, requires no small amount of
resources; therefore, such situations are often part of politically charged ‘‘big science.’’
However, when a technique breaks new ground, there may be few, if any, contrastive
alternatives that address the same educational goals in reasonably related ways. (For
Berkeley’s Reasoning Group, this was essentially the case for the ConvinceMe system with
its ECHO reasoning engine, e.g., Ranney and Schank 1998—and is the case with curricular
elements of Numerically Driven Inferencing: e.g., Munnich et al. 2004; Ranney et al.
2007.) Therefore, ‘‘finding comparables’’ is sometimes problematic, and this seems likely
for Tweney’s (this issue) technique.
Proponents of particular interventions commonly answer the first part of Q2—that is,
the question of comparing something to nothing; but in the absence of Q2’s second part,
involving various costs, such efforts smack of straw-person hypothesizing or simply further
replications of the time-on-task effect. (In the vernacular of one undergraduate, time-ontask replications are suitable for publication in the Journal of ‘‘Duh!’’) A major problem
with educational research is that new techniques often come in with considerable enthusiasm, a wheelbarrow of dollars, and many hours of researchers’ (and/or teacher-release)
time. But when the party is over, researchers usually focus on the finding of significant
effects and worry less about whether the size of the effects warranted the funding and
(researcher, instructor, or student) person-hours involved. Practitioners (e.g., classroom
teachers) who are usually without extra resources naturally view some reports of learning
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effects as what I call ‘‘brochure science’’—and therefore reasonably discount them.
Therefore, particular attention to the cost portion of Q2 suggests that minimalist interventions that provide good ‘‘bang for the buck’’—or ‘‘bang per instructional minute’’—
learning experiences are noteworthy (e.g., from our laboratory: Garcia de Osuna et al.
2004; Munnich et al. 2005; Rinne et al. 2006). At the extreme, even a very short pause can
represent an important ‘‘intervention’’ (e.g., Fox 1991; Tobin 1987).
The longevity, or ‘‘half-life,’’ question (Q3) is similarly commonly forgotten in the rush
to report promising results. This is unfortunate, given that delayed post-tests are often easy
to implement (e.g., Ranney and Schank 1995; Munich et al. 2005) and can ease stakeholders’ fears about the ‘‘out of sight, out of mind’’ alternative hypothesis that an effect may
be rather transient.

5 How Might Historical Replications Fare Regarding the Three Questions?
Given some of the potential (or even likely) benefits of Tweney’s technique (e.g., improved
comprehension of, appreciation of, and attachment to psychology), consider the three
criteria in light of the replication pedagogy. Questions Q1 and Q2, regarding the relative
value of intervening, effectively makes contact with the notion of a marketplace of educational products, of which historical replication is a possible ‘‘consumable’’ in a ‘‘niche’’
market. The particular niche for Tweney’s technique is that of graduate students in a
history of psychology course, so were one to assess scientifically the strategy’s utility, one
would likely want to do something like controlled experiments in which sufficient numbers
of such students would also be randomly assigned to courses using the traditional (e.g.,
lecture) format to address Q1, or assigned to no course at all to address Q2. (Naturally, it is
difficult and/or unethical to provide a ‘‘placebo’’ curricular format.) To address Q3,
regarding effect longevity, one probably would want to follow up a pre-test/post-test
design for each of the three types of groups (experimental, traditional, and no-treatment)
with delayed, longitudinal, post-tests at reasonable intervals—say after 1 year, 5 years, and
perhaps even 30 years, assuming nonlinear effects.
Of course, carrying out an experiment to address Q3 along with Q1 and/or Q2 would not
be easy. Q2 is problematic, given that Tweney’s course is a doctoral requirement; it would
be questionable to waive the course for a no-treatment group without those students—and
their peers—knowing that is was waived.
Indeed, even if one eliminated the no-treatment group to address Q1, challenges would
remain, regarding the two remaining—experimental and traditional—groups: (a) students
within the institution would probably contrast their experiences across the two courses, (b)
it would be difficult to keep the instructors naı̈ve regarding the hypotheses, and (c) it would
likewise be difficult to equate for time-on-task and instructor experience, etc. Multi-site
and multi-instructor designs might be employed to assess the historical replication technique, but that would represent a rather massive, complicated, undertaking for a relatively
niche market; these concerns relate to current, and often politicized, discussions about
‘‘evidence-based education’’ and the relative importance of randomized clinical educational trials.
An anonymous reviewer of this article suggested an alternative to gain purchase
regarding Q1: use a within-course manipulation such that mutually exclusive complements
of students tackle a topic with or without replications. A related empirical design, which I
have recently deployed in trying to improve the numeracy displayed by graduate students
in journalism, involves delaying the curricular module within a semester for the ‘‘control’’
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group. The design involves pre-, mid-, and post-tests, such that the mid-test represents a
post-test for the early group and a redundant pre-test for the late group (and thus a control
for test/retest effects; Ranney et al. 2007). None of these designs are perfect for the present
purposes, though—partly because Q3’s assessment horizon is arguably so long in the case
of replicating historical psychological experiments. In the case of journalists’ numeracy,
end-of-semester improvements in several straightforward measures—say, in calculation, in
numerical attitudes, and in estimating socially relevant statistics—are noteworthy and
indicative (However, some other, less immediate, measures of cognitive change are
important and desirable in the realm of journalistic numeracy, too—e.g., developing
numerical skepticism without falling into cynicism). As noted earlier, though, psychological-historical experimental replications entail goals that span decades; Tweney is
presumably more concerned with long-term, and often more subtle, effects than with
whether a student understands (or enjoys) some minutiae of phrenology after a multi-week
experience with it.
Continuing this focus on Q3, difficulties may arise in (say, an independent panel)
agreeing on which assessment measures would be employed: How much would they focus
on (among other dimensions) affect, content knowledge, methodological knowledge, and
success/engagement in one’s field—and how much would ‘‘consumers’’ such as faculty
advisors weight such measures in an overall index of course success (in the spirit of
Brunswik and his student, Kenneth Hammond, both of whom the replicators Athy, Friedrich, and Delaney, this issue, cite)? (In keeping with the ‘‘ancestor analysis’’ theme of this
article, I feel compelled to note that Hammond was an important mentor to me when I was
an undergraduate.) With all of these complications, one can hardly find fault with Tweney
for not (at least not yet) running a grand assessment of the historical replication technique.
From a different slant, replication is not as uncommon or niche-like generally as it is for
the history of psychology. For instance, in virtually all of the scientific labs I experienced
as a student—whether in chemistry, physics, biology, astronomy, psychology, etc.—I often
replicated variations on ‘‘hall of fame’’ experiments from the past (Indeed, I employ such
labs in the large cognitive science course I teach). However, my fellow students and I used
more modern ‘‘brass and glass,’’ instead of equipment from the 1500’s or even early
1900’s—and a central focus of many of the ‘‘hard science’’ labs I performed was to ‘‘get
the right outcome,’’ which is hardly the pedagogical intent of Tweney’s replication technique.2 Still, by analogy, given that quasi-historical labs are replete in coursework from
kinematics to cognition, one would expect considerable utility from (less quasi-) historical
replications of pre-1950 psychology. But this is still an empirical question; it is not
inconceivable that the time a graduate student spends on a replication—or even spends on
taking a psychological history course at all (as there remains some controversy about it)—
might be time better spent running that novel, killer, experiment that will yield a superior
post-PhD position. This might be a particularly realistic concern regarding an activity that
most regard as pseudoscience, such as phrenology. Then again, future career/happiness
timelines are not necessarily monotonically increasing, and there are many scenarios in
which one will ultimately be better off with a richer understanding of history than with a
ground-breaking experiment on one’s curriculum vitae upon graduation.
2

In my introductory cognitive science course, my teaching assistants (‘‘graduate student instructors’’) and I
take a middle path with our behavioral (as opposed to computational or other) labs; we try to focus on the
processes, theories, and epistemology of empirical cognition, rather than on replicating (sometimes delicate)
phenomena. Naturally, were a semester to go by without a single class replication bearing a resemblance to
the results from its original publication, students would begin to wonder if they had stumbled into a course
akin to phrenology!
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As I tell my students, history rarely offers a proper control group, and the case of
Tweney’s (this issue) technique is no exception. Indeed, every time I teach a course I tinker
with it and treat it, out of necessity, as an exercise in formative, rather than summative,
assessment; would that faculty had the luxury of evaluating each of the myriad of
instructional choices we make! In practice, we must often ‘‘fly by the seats of our pants,’’
because if education is to cognition as engineering is to physics, then one thing educators
lack (to continue the aeronautical analogy) is a reliable wind tunnel. At the practical level,
our test beds are considerably more complex than those that analyze jet-wash and wind
shear phenomena (which are perhaps comparable to social interactions and catastrophic
learning disruptions in an educational milieu). Given the complexity, our models (learning
theories) are also less precise, I suggest, than those in aviation (e.g., computational wind
tunnel simulations). Furthermore, we cannot ‘‘re-set’’ a student’s mind for another curriculum in the way we can often easily re-test the same fuselage at a new wind speed; each
student’s experience is a precious entity that we cannot treat merely as ‘‘sampling with
replacement’’—as one might in other fields (For instance, using a factorial experimental
design for each curricular decision would quickly exhaust all available participants if one
wishes to analyze the myriad of features a curriculum subsumes, such as the features one
would find in an intelligent tutoring system; Merrill et al. 1992, etc.). Such facets make
educational applications of cognitive science markedly more problematic than applications
of most other sciences (even dwarfing other contemporary complex scientific applications—such as those regarding the roles of fat in a person’s diet).
In a similar vein, we cannot precisely determine how much Tweney’s 25 students
learned about, or grew to respect, psychology as a result of their historical replications—
relative to what they would have gained otherwise; modeling the integration of individuals’
brains, histories, and new experiences is obviously a very long-term project that is not for
those easily discouraged. I think it highly laudable, though, and a testament to Tweney’s
technique, that roughly half of the 25 initial students in his class were so enthused by their
projects to have brought them to their current states of fruition, even through a voluntary
second seminar—and considerable work beyond that. In the end, this zeal may well represent one of the most striking of assessments.

6 Conclusions
At the CHEIRON symposium, I confessed that, although I had (and still have) great
appreciation for history in general, and considerable affection for the history of psychology, I wasn’t entirely clear about what it meant for the replicators to, as was intended, learn
what a ‘‘proper historical question’’ is (cf. Johnson-Laird 1988, p. 13, on causation and
controlled experiments versus ‘‘the historian’s dilemma’’).3 Furthering my suspicions
about the centrality of history in understanding science, some research from my own
laboratory has found that laypersons’—and even professionals’—definitions and uses of
fundamental historical/scientific4 terms such as ‘‘evidence’’ and ‘‘hypothesis’’ are often
3

Even so, I have always valued the utility of historical replication for helping to explain what happened
during an episode—for instance, in 19th-century battlefield analyses.

4

Historical and scientific research both employ evidence and hypotheses, with evolutionary studies representing an interesting blend of history and science. Most sciences, however, include elements of prediction
and control, whereas historians generally shy away from these realms, keeping mainly to more basic analytic
elements such as description and explanation (which sciences also include; Ranney 1998—as part of
Kaufman et al. 1998).
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surprisingly labile and context dependent (e.g., Ranney et al. 1996). (We subsequently
found that part of what distinguishes evidence from hypothesis in one’s mind is that
evidence is, among other things, both less causal and—perhaps not surprisingly—more
about the past than about the future; Diehl et al. 1999.) The lack of more than a featurebased, family-resemblance kind of distinction between evidence and hypothesis is problematically compounded by the often-spotty historical record typical in the research that
might be replicated (see above). This further complicates assessments of the cognitive
utility of historical replications—in particular, regarding students’ understandings of what
was done and why it was done (e.g., whether a particular technique was used truly for
theoretical reasons or was, rather, rationalized for convenient or practical reasons).
Two of my more popular graduate offerings are entitled (a) ‘‘Getting Your Doctorate and
Getting a Good Job,’’ and (b) ‘‘Problem Solving and Understanding.’’ Considering the
‘‘lessons’’ I have learned from teaching this pair of courses, and considering my Consumer
Reports orientation from above, if my daughter were facing a historical replication as a
student in Tweney’s course, I would likely advise her with the following, backward-working
problem-solving strategy: ‘‘First, develop a sense of the kind of job and the kind of lifestyle
you would most prefer after grad school. After that, imagine what experimental replication
would most likely help you achieve those collective goals. (Then come and talk to me some
more, of course.) Finally, propose that replication to Professor Tweney, and do as much or as
little work on the project as is appropriate to get the most out of the experience.’’ Were this
advice implemented well by a recipient, it would implicitly invoke the recipient’s model of
the replication with respect to the three questions I posited: ‘‘Might certain empirical replications be better for me than others (Q1)? Will implementing this replication with vigor be
meaningfully better for me than slacking off (which would approximate doing nothing; Q2)?
Will this experience stay with me for a reasonable period (Q3)?’’
In this article, I have tried to tease out multiple perspectives on assessing the utility of
historical replications in psychology, particularly as implemented by Tweney (this issue)
and his cadre of intrepid graduate students. The students’ papers clearly show that a great
deal of learning took place both while performing and writing about the replications. But as
I’ve laid out above, a proper, overall, evaluation of the venture would not only (likely) be a
massive empirical undertaking, but it would require conversations with diverse stakeholders as to what the ultimate aims of the replications are. For those who might find this
‘‘evaluative avoidance by caveat’’—well, that is also a time-honored part of the history of
psychology. Besides, I just offered above how I would advise my own child; that’s a lot
more definitive than one usually gets from those who study mental processes!
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